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Tattoo Record and Liability Release Form Date:

I, the undersigned, of legal age and sound mind, agree of my own free will to the

procedure of permanent tattooing applied to my skin by Amy Louise of CatSassTattoo.

I am aware that the tattoo application space is a private, personal home space and not a public,

licensed tattoo shop. I trust the personal accumulative expertise of Amy Louise as an artist

offering tattooing as a service and release her of all liability that may arise from my session(s),

application(s) and aftercare process before, during and after for all time.

I acknowledge that I am agreeing to allow CatSassTattoo to permanently alter the

appearance of my body’s surface and understand that Amy Louise of CatSassTattoo is not

responsible for any further interaction with the design to modify, change or remove it once its

finished. Amy Louise reserves the right to make subtle changes during application if she feels

the change will enhance the designs finished product.

By signing this document, I, ____________________________ (please print) have

thoroughly looked over every detail and aspect of this document. I have also carefully inspected

every detail and aspect of the design presented and fully consent to its permanent application. I

release all rights to any photographs taken of me and my tattoo and give consent in advance to

their reproduction in print or electronic form. I also understand and trust Amy Louise to keep

any personal details shared during sessions private and confidential.

I trust that CatSassTattoo will do their very best to ensure a safe and comfortable environment

throughout the entirety of my session(s) and I release them from any liability of any ordinary

negligence, incidence, or accidents resulting from my time within her personal space.

I agree to release, discharge and hold harmless Amy Louise of CatSassTattoo from

any and all claims, damages or legal actions arising or connected in any way to my tattoo now

and forever.

Signed by ________________________________________________

Witnessed by ______________________________________________



CatSassTattoo - Aftercare Instructions

Congratulations on your forever art piece!
To ensure a healthy healed tattoo, please follow these aftercare instructions.

Leave your breathable bandage on for 24hrs min up to 3 days.

You can expect to see ink and other natural body healing fluids collect during this time

under your bandage. Be sure your hands are clean when ready to remove your

bandage and apply balm.

Be sure to wipe clean your tattoo with witch hazel because it cleans and soothes and

promotes healing.

Keep your tattoo hydrated with balm provided for the next 3-10 days.

As your tattoo heals, scar tissue and some light sluffing (inked scabbing) will occur.

Minimize this with balm. Do not let your tattoo dry out while healing!

RESIST THE ITCH.

Scratching and picking can damage your healing skin/tattoo so don’t do it!
If its itchy - its healing! Sooth the itch with balm.

- Do not submerge your tattoo in ANY body of water for the next 3 weeks.

- DO NOT SHAVE over your freshly heal(ing) tattooed skin or exfoliate for the next

2-3 weeks minimum.

- Keep out of the sun for the next 2-3 weeks minimum.

Even Though your tattoo seems healed after 2-3 weeks on the surface, it is still going

through its healing process and can take up to 6 months to be considered "fully healed".

Maintaining a healthy aftercare routine will ensure a long lasting, beautiful forever piece.

Once healed, it is perfectly natural for your tattoo to need a touch up. Take a clear picture of

your entire tattoo and send an email to catsasstattoo@gmail.com to book your free touch up

session!

mailto:catsasstattoo@gmail.com

